
COMPLETE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE OFFER 

Lafuma Furniture "Up to £70 reimbursed" 
 

1. Offer Presentation: 

The Lafuma Furniture "Up to £70 reimbursed" offer (hereinafter referred to as the Offer) is organized by Lafuma 

Mobilier SAS, located at 6 Rue Victor Lafuma, 26140 Anneyron, France, registered with the R.C.S. of Romans 

under the SIREN number 798 689 253 (hereinafter referred to as the Organiser), from 17/04/2024 to 26/05/2024 

at participating distributors. The Offer consists of a deferred partial reimbursement via bank transfer following 

the purchase of at least £200 of eligible products.  

 

The reimbursement amount will depend on the total VAT-inclusive amount of purchases of eligible products and 

is defined as follows: 

 

Total amount of purchases* | Amount of reimbursement** 

£200 | £30 

£300 | £50 

£400 | £70 

*The purchase amount will be calculated based on the amount actually paid by the participant, after all discounts 

as mentioned on the proof of purchase. **The reimbursement amount will be adjusted according to the currency 

of the participant's country: For the Eurozone: €30 for €200 of purchases, €50 for €300, €70 for €400 of 

purchases. For the United Kingdom: £30 for £200 of purchases, £50 for £300 of purchases, £70 for £400 of 

purchases. For Switzerland : 30 CHF for 200 CHF of purchase, 50 CHF for 300 CHF of purchase, 70 CHF for 400 CHF of 

purchases. For Sweden: 300 SEK for 2000 SEK of purchases, 500 SEK for 3000 SEK of purchases, 700 SEK for 4000 

SEK of purchases. For Norway: 300 NOK for 2000 NOK of purchases, 500 NOK for 3000 NOK of purchases, 700 

NOK for 4000 NOK of purchases. For Denmark: 200 DKK for 1500 DKK of purchases, 500 DKK for 3000 DKK of 

purchases, 700 DKK for 4000 DKK of purchases. 

 

Note: the offer is limited to the first 4000 registered participants on the offer's website. An online counter will 

be available in real-time on the offer site to show the number of participations still available. 

 

2. Eligibility Conditions for the Offer: 

This Offer is reserved for adult individuals residing in one of the following countries: Metropolitan France 

(including Corsica excluding overseas departments and territories), Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 

Germany, Austria, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Switzerland (hereinafter 

referred to as the Client). 

This offer is limited to one participation and one reimbursement per household (same name and/or same address 

and/or same bank details). The total amount of the reimbursement cannot exceed £70. Offer not combinable 

with any other ongoing promotion. 

 

3. How to Participate: 

To participate in the Offer and obtain your reimbursement: 



 

1. Purchase simultaneously eligible Lafuma Furniture products for a total minimum amount of £200 VAT 

included between 17/04/2024 and 26/05/2024. All products must be listed on the same invoice. 

2. Visit the website www.lafuma-mobilier-70.com no later than 31/05/2024 with: 

a. A scan of your original invoice mentioning the purchase date, the references of the purchased 

products along with their unit price, and the trade name of the retailer where the purchase 

was made (highlighting these elements and ensuring they are clearly legible). Note that order 

forms will not be accepted. 

b. A photo of the barcode of each eligible product (13-digit number). 

c. Your bank statement showing your account’s IBAN code. 

3. Proceed with your online registration by providing your complete details (Title, name, surname, email, 

postal address, and your account's IBAN code) and uploading the scan of your original invoice and the 

photos of the barcodes of your products. 

 

4. Obtaining Your Reimbursement: 

Your request will be processed within 2 weeks. After this period, if your request is compliant, you will receive 

your reimbursement via bank transfer within 2 to 3 weeks. No other form of reimbursement will be entertained. 

Visit the participation tracking on the offer site to monitor the progress of your case. 

 

5. Additional Important Mentions: 

Any incomplete requests or requests made out of time will be subject to an email indicating the reasons for non-

reimbursement. The Organiser will refuse any claim request by mail or if there were any fraud, falsifications of 

the purchase invoice, or malfunctions that occurred in the context of participation. In such cases, the Organiser 

or any person authorized by them reserves the right to demand the original invoice or any other document 

proving the veracity of the request regarding the identity of the participant or their purchase. In case of proven 

fraud, the Organiser will have the right to refuse the reimbursement request of the Client. Participants are 

responsible for keeping a copy of their participation summary and a copy of their proof of purchase for any 

claims. 

 

Furthermore, it is specified that the Organiser cannot be held responsible for any malfunctioning of the internet 

network or any material or immaterial damage caused to internet users, their computer or telephone equipment, 

and the data stored therein, as part of their participation in the Offer. 

 

Every Client participating in the Offer is deemed to have acknowledged and accepted the full terms and 

conditions of the Offer available on the website www.lafuma-mobilier-70.com. Participation fees (possible 

internet connection fees) will not be reimbursed by the Organiser. 

 

6. Contact: 

For any questions, disputes, and additional information about this operation, you can contact the consumer 

service by writing to service.consommateur@take-off.fr before 30/06/2024, specifying the offer number (3711 

- Lafuma Mobilier Offer) in the subject of your email. The operation will be definitively closed after this date. 

 

7. Personal Data: 



The personal data collected are subject to computer processing by the company Take Off, commissioned by 

Lafuma Mobilier SAS, responsible for processing this operation. This processing is carried out exclusively in 

France. The collected data are essential for this processing and are kept for a duration of one year from the 

closing of this operation. They are intended exclusively for the Organizing company within the framework of the 

offer and will not be used for other purposes. In case you have agreed to receive commercial information from 

the Organizing Company, these data will be transmitted to its marketing department. The Organizing Company 

guarantees that it will process personal data in accordance with the applicable law, particularly concerning the 

confidentiality and security of said data. 

 

In accordance with the "Informatique et Libertés" law of 6 January 1978, amended in 2004, and the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR), you have the right to access, query, rectify, delete and limit the processing of 

information concerning you, the right to oppose solicitation or for a legitimate reason, the right to data 

portability, the right to file a complaint with the CNIL, and the right to set directives regarding the fate of your 

personal data after your death by contacting Lafuma Mobilier SAS, 6 rue Victor Lafuma, 26140 Anneyron. You 

can also contact the Data Protection Officer at the following address: service-client@lafuma-mobilier.fr 

 


